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For controlling the depth of field, in an optical system working at full pupil apertures, we unveil the use of a pair
of hyperbolic phase masks. For suitably framing our proposal, we link the Strehl ratio versus defocus with the area
under the modulation transfer function (MTF). We show that by using hyperbolic phase masks, one can simul-
taneously reduce the impact of focus errors as well as increase the area under the MTF. We show that hyperbolic
amplitude masks, with moderate absorption, can reduce the artifact noise caused by the use of phase masks.
Finally, by exploiting the Lohmann–Alvarez technique, we describe the use of pairs of hyperbolic masks for
governing field depth at fixed pupil apertures. © 2016 Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION

For several imaging applications, it is desirable to govern field
depth, while preserving a full pupil aperture, when gathering
pictures of extended objects under noncoherent illumination.
For these applications, it is convenient to recognize the exist-
ence of two different approaches for extending the depth of
field in an optical system.

In the first approach, one aims to gather in single-snapshot
3D scenes while using optical masks that reduce the impact of
focus error on the optical transfer function (OTF) of the optical
system [1–4]. After recording the snapshot, one compensates
any reduction in signal modulation by using a digital post
processing algorithm [5,6].

In the second approach, one records several snapshots while
purposely varying the focus error coefficient. After the record-
ing stage, the snapshots are suitably combined for re-creating
sharp images of the 3D scene [7,8]. It has been shown that this
procedure can be represented by an equivalent OTF [9].

By using any of the two above approaches, one can surpass
Hopkins’ tolerance criterion to focus error [10]. However, for
achieving this goal, it is convenient to recognize that the optical
system must have a modulation transfer function (MTF) with
the two following characteristics:

a) In the absence of noise, the MTF should be different from
zero within its passband.
b) In the presence of noise, the values of the MTF should be

equal to or greater than a given threshold value, for surpassing
the variations of white noise.

For visualizing the above statements, in Fig. 1 we plot
the MTF that is generated by three different pupil masks.
For the three MTFs, the focus error coefficient is W 2;0 � 3λ,
where λ stands for the wavelength of the optical radia-
tion [11,12].

The first curve, in blue, is the MTF of the clear pupil aper-
ture. The second curve (in red) and the third curve (in violet)
are the MTF for two different phase masks, to be specified in
the paper. Also in Fig. 1, we draw four horizontal black lines.
Each horizontal line represents the possible threshold values
L � 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%. These percentage values de-
scribe the minimum modulation, which is needed for avoiding
the presence of white noise.

From Fig. 1, we observe that each threshold line intercepts
the MTFs, under discussion, at a different spatial frequency,
denoted here as the effective cut-off frequency, Ωe .

In Fig. 2, we plot the values of the effective cut-off spatial
frequency as a function of the required threshold value, for the
three MTFs in Fig. 1. From Fig. 2, we note that for the clear
pupil aperture (the MTF in blue) the effective cut-off frequency
is below 1/10 of the ideal cut-off frequency, 2 Ω. Next, we ob-
serve that for the phase masks (MTFs in red and in violet) the
effective cut-off frequency can easily surpass the values obtained
when using a clear pupil.

From the results in Figs. 1 and 2, we claim that indeed some
phase masks can increase field depth, even in the presence of
white noise. Furthermore, also from Figs. 1 and 2, we recognize
that one is tempted to select the phase mask that generates the
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violet curves, as a good choice for extending field depth.
However, it is relevant to note the following.

Strictly speaking, the out-of-focus OTF is never equal to the
in-focus OTF. Hence, there is not such a thing as focus invari-
ance. Nonetheless, if one uses a suitable pupil mask, the square
value of the difference between the out-of-focus OTF,
H �μ;W 2;0�, and the in-focus OTF, H �μ; 0�, can have rather
small values. In mathematical terms, within the pass band
∣μ∣ ≤ 2Ωe , one can have that

jH �μ;W 2;0� −H �μ; 0�j ≤ ε; if jW 2;0j ≤ 3λ: (1)

For the optical mask that generates the red curves in Figs. 1
and 2 the value is ε ≤ 10−5, while for the optical mask that
produces the violet curves (in Figs. 1 and 2) the value is only
ε ≤ 10−3.

Hence, the following questions arise. Is similarity between
the defocused OTFs a good criterion for selecting masks that
extend field depth? Or, as depicted in Fig. 2, should one select
the masks for their capability to obtain higher values of the
effective cut-off frequency? In this paper, we attempt to answer
these questions.

Before that, it is pertinent to recognize that there is not a
straightforward procedure for designing optical masks, which
extend field depth. Nevertheless, one can outline some guiding
principles that are useful for designing optical masks, which can
generate MTFs that vary slowly with focus error [13,14].

As guiding principles, we note first that it is convenient to
employ rectangular pupil apertures, for describing complex am-
plitude transmittances that are separable in Cartesian coordi-
nates, as is depicted in Fig. 3.

We assume that the 2D complex amplitude transmittance of
the pupil aperture can be expressed as the product of two equal
separable functions. Each function acts along one axis. And the
complex amplitude distribution along the horizontal axis is
identical to the complex amplitude distribution along the

vertical axis. Therefore, for this type of pupil function, it is suf-
ficient to discuss the 1D case.

The next guiding principle consists in recognizing that one
can visualize all possible MTFs with variable focus error, by evalu-
ating the RADAR ambiguity function of the pupil aperture [15].

Then, after evaluating and displaying the RADAR ambigu-
ity, one can note the following. One can reduce the impact of
focus error, if the pupil masks can generate ambiguity functions
as those displayed in the last three pictures of Fig. 4. The main
feature of these pictures is conveniently denoted as the bow-tie
effect [16]. From Fig. 4, we observe that in the last three pic-
tures the ambiguity function spreads, without zero values,

Fig. 1. MTF curves generated by three different optical masks, with
the same focus error coefficient W 2;0 � 3λ. The four horizontal lines,
in black, depict the percentage threshold levels (L � 5%, 10%, 15%,
and 20%) for surpassing the presence of white noise.

Fig. 2. Graphs depicting the variations of the effective cut-off frequency
as a function of the threshold value for the MTFs in Fig. 1. For the three
graphs, the value of the focus error coefficient is the same, W 2;0 � 3λ.

Fig. 3. Optical system that employs a rectangular pupil aperture.
The complex amplitude transmittance of the pupil aperture is express-
ible as the products of two 1D complex amplitude transmittances.
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along the vertical axis. This behavior is associated with the fol-
lowing mathematical result.

One can reduce by one-half the number of terms in the
Taylor series expansion of the OTF versus focus error, provided
that the pupil complex amplitude transmittance has Hermitian
symmetry [17,18]. Hence, for transparent masks, the phase
variations should be odd functions of the spatial frequency.
And for attenuating masks, the amplitude variation should
be even functions of the spatial frequency. By fulfilling this
symmetry requirement, the MTF has a slow variation to focus
error and consequently the ambiguity functions spread along
the vertical axis.

Dowski and Cathey should be fully credited for introducing
into optics a transparent mask with a cubic phase profile [19].
This phase function, with odd symmetry, was previously
known in RADAR engineering [20]. Here we emphasize that
there are many other possible phase functions, with odd sym-
metry, which can reduce the impact of focus error on the
MTF [21].

Indeed, by recognizing explicitly the need of employing odd
phase variations, one can identify fractional wavefronts, which can
extend the field depth [22–25]. There are several other proposals
for reducing the impact of focus error on the MTF [26–56]. For
these applications, there are some useful digital restoration algo-
rithms [57–59].

However, despite these relevant advances, there are few ex-
amples of pupil masks that can be mechanically tuned for gov-
erning field depth while preserving the same pupil aperture
[60–65]. In this last set of publications, it has been recognized

that for implementing a tunable control of field depth, it is
profitable to exploit the varifocal lens technique, due to
Lohmann–Alvarez [66,67].

In a previous reference (see Ref. [60]), one of us coined the
term phase conjugate pairs, for describing an optical device that
uses a pair of phase masks that implement generalized versions
of the Lohmann–Alvarez technique.

If one takes into account that the Lohmann–Alvarez technique
can be phrased mathematically in terms of difference equations
[68–70], one recognizes that the Lohmann–Alvarez technique is
not restricted to monomial terms. Indeed, as is depicted in
Table 2, sinusoidal phase variations and hyperbolic variations
are also amiable for setting phase conjugate pairs.

In other words, in a reasonable induction process, one can
consider that hyperbolic functions are suitable candidates for
designing a pair of masks that can mechanically control field
depth [71]. Out of curiosity, here we explore the possibility
outlined in line 5 of Table 1.

In the first column of Table 1 we list four different functions
with even symmetry. In column 2, we evaluate the finite differ-
ence that is obtained, after introducing a lateral displacement σ
between a pair of the functions in column 1. Next, along col-
umn 3, by recognizing the results in column 2, we identify a
phase function Ψ�μ� whose optical path difference is equal to
the lower case letter “a”. Finally, we list the tunable phase delays
that can be generated by lateral displacement of the masks
forming a pair. From the last line and the last column of
Table 1, it is clear that one can tune the maximum value of
the optical path difference.

Based on the above descriptions, this paper has the three
following aims:

Fig. 4. Display of four different ambiguity functions associated to
the following complex amplitude transmittances: (a) clear pupil aper-
ture, (b) quadratic phase variation with odd symmetry, (c) fourth-order
phase variation with odd symmetry, (d) sixth-order phase variation
with odd symmetry.

Table 1. Functions with Odd Symmetry Amiable for Setting Phase Conjugated Pairs, Allowing Optical Device
Implementation That Can Govern the Depth of Field at Fixed Pupil Apertures

Suitable Function F �μ�
Difference Equation

ΔF �μ; σ� � F �μ� σ
2� − F �μ − σ

2� Mask’s Phase Profile Ψ �μ� Tunable Phase Delays ΔΨ �μ�
F �μ� � μ3 ΔF�μ; σ� � 3σμ2 � σ3

4 Ψ�μ� � 2πa�μΩ�3 ΔΨ�μ; σ� � 2πaf�3σΩ��μΩ�2 � 2� σ
2Ω�3g

F �μ� � μ4 ΔF �μ; σ� � 4σμ3 � σ3μ Ψ�μ� � 2πa�μΩ�4 ΔΨ�μ; σ� � 2πaf�4σΩ��μΩ�3 � �σΩ�3�μΩ�g
F �μ� � cos�πμ2Ω� ΔF �μ; σ� � −2 sin�πσ4Ω� sin�πμ2Ω� Ψ�μ� � − cos�πμ2Ω� ΔΨ�μ; σ� � 2 sin�πσ4Ω� sin�πμ2Ω�

F �μ� � cosh�μΩ� ΔF �μ; σ� � 2 sinh� σ
2Ω� sinh�μΩ� Ψ�μ� � cosh�2πμΩ �

sinh�2π� ΔΨ�μ; σ� � 2 sinh�πσ2Ω�
sinh�2πμΩ �
sinh�2π�

Table 2. Decision Matrix Used for Selecting (Along the
Columns) the Phase Profile of the Transparent Masks,
and (Along the Rows) the Attenuation Profiles for the
Amplitude Masksa

Phase ⇒
Profile Amplitude
Attenuations Hyperbolic Fractional Cubic

⇓
Hyperbolic Eq. (8) … …
Sub Gaussian … Eq. (9) …
Gaussian … … Eq. (10)

aThe matrix elements specify the complex amplitude transmittance (phase
and amplitude) of the masks discussed in this paper.
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First, we reconnoiter the use of a transparent mask whose
phase profile follows a hyperbolic sinusoidal profile, for reduc-
ing the influence of focus errors on the MTF.

Second, we explore use of a moderate attenuating hyperbolic
mask, for reducing the artifact noise introduced in the MTF, by
the use of phase masks.

Third, we connect our explorations for describing the use of
hyperbolic pairs, for controlling the optical path difference on
the phase mask. We show also that the same procedure applies
for tuning the damping factor of attenuating masks with hyper-
bolic profiles.

For properly framing our present explorations, in Section 2,
we link explicitly the Strehl ratio versus focus error with MTF
image quality criteria. This analytical link allows us to consider,
as a figure of merit, the area under the OTF. In Section 3, we
discuss the optical characteristics of phase masks with asymmet-
rical hyperbolic profiles. In Section 4, we describe the character-
istics of a moderate absorbing mask, which uses filters with
symmetrical hyperbolic profile for reducing artifact noise. In
Section 5, we discuss a method for mechanically controlling
field depth by laterally displacing a pair of hyperbolic masks.
And finally in Section 6, we express our conclusions.

2. RELATING IMAGE QUALITY CRITERIA

For the sake of completeness of our discussion on masks that
extend field depth, in what follows we link explicitly the Strehl
ratio versus focus error with MTF image quality criteria.

As stated in the introduction, we only require to analyze the
1D version of the generalized pupil function, denoted here
P�μ;W 2;0�. As before, W 2;0 stands for the focus error coeffi-
cient. Then, the irradiance distribution of the point spread
function (PSF) is obtained in two steps,

p�x;W 2;0� �
Z

Ω

−Ω
P�μ;W 2;0� exp�i2πμx�dμ;

h�x;W 2;0� � jp�x;W 2;0�j2: (2)

As before, in Eq. (2) μ stands for the spatial frequency coor-
dinate along the 1D pupil aperture. Next, we recognize that
Eq. (2) can also be written as

h�x;W 2;0� �
Z

2Ω

−2Ω
H �μ;W 2;0� exp�i2πμx�dμ: (3a)

In Eq. (3a) we denote H �μ;W 2;0� as the OTF of the optical
system. By using the well-known Duffieux formula, Eq. (3a)
can also be expressed as

H �μ;W 2;0� �
Z Ω

2�1−j μ2Ωj�

−Ω2�1−j μ2Ωj�
P
�
ν� μ

2
;W 2;0

�

× P�
�
ν −

μ

2
;W 2;0

�
exp�i2πμx�dμ: (3b)

For classical optical systems, it is well known that the maxi-
mum value of the irradiance PSF is on-axis. However, due to
the symmetry condition discussed in the introduction, this con-
sideration does not apply for the masks that increase field
depth. Now, with this warning in mind, we write down the
on-axis value of the PSF.

h�0;W 2;0� �
Z

2Ω

−2Ω
H �μ;W 2;0�dμ

� 2

Z
2Ω

0

RefH �μ;W 2;0�gdμ: (4a)

In Eq. (4a) we use the shorthand notation Ref·g for taking
the real part of the OTF. The real part is an even function.
Trivially, in the absence of focus errors, the on-axis PSF is

h�0; 0� � 2

Z
2Ω

0

RefH �μ; 0�gdμ: (4b)

From Eq. (4) we obtain the following expression for the
Strehl ratio for focus errors:

s�W 2;0� �
R
2Ω
0 RefH �μ;W 2;0�gdμR

2Ω
0 RefH �μ; 0�gdμ : (5)

Surely the expression in Eq. (5) has been reported elsewhere.
However, we were unable to trace proper references. Next, it is
important to recognize that since the imaginary part of the
OTF is an odd function, thenZ

2Ω

−2Ω
ImfH �μ;W 2;0�gdμ � 0: (6a)

However, we notice that

t�W 2;0� �
R
2Ω
0 ImfH �μ;W 2;0�gdμR

2Ω
0 ImfH �μ; 0�gdμ ≠ 0: (6b)

Now, it is apparent from Eqs. (5) and (6) that both the Strehl
ratio and the just above defined t ratio must be taken into ac-
count when evaluating the performance of masks.

Here we consider the above two ratios by using the area
under the MTF versus focus error, as a figure of merit, namely

A�W 2;0� �
Z

2Ω

0

jH �μ;W 2;0�jdμ: (7)

In what follows, we apply Eq. (7) for making useful com-
parisons between optical masks that reduce the impact of focus
error. However, in our discussions, we do not apply alone either
the Strehl ratio in Eq. (5) or the t ratio in Eq. (6b).

3. MASKS FOR REDUCING THE INFLUENCE OF
THE FOCUS ERRORS

For discussing our proposal, it is convenient to write the gen-
eralized pupil function as follows:

P�μ;W 2;0; a; c�

� exp

�
i2πa

�
sinh

�
2π μ

Ω

�
sinh�2π�

�	
exp

�
−c
�
cosh

�
2π μ

Ω

�
cosh�2π�

�	

× exp
�
i2π

W 2;0

λ

�
μ

Ω

�
2
	
rect

�
μ

2Ω

�
: (8)

In Eq. (8), the first factor describes the hyperbolic phase
variations under consideration. As pointed out in the introduc-
tion, the phase variation should be described by odd functions,
which are amiable for implementing the Lohmann–Alvarez
technique. We believe that this is the first time that a hyper-
bolic phase variation is proposed for extending field depth.
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The second term considers possible amplitude attenuations.
Again, as was indicated in the introduction, the amplitude var-
iations are described by even functions. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the second time that a hyperbolic attenuation
is proposed for extending field depth (see Ref. [71]).

The third term in Eq. (8) denotes the presence of focus er-
rors. The finite size of the pupil aperture is expressed as a rec-
tangular window. μ denotes the spatial frequency in the pupil
aperture. Its maximum value is the cut-off spatial frequency Ω.

We note that the complex amplitude transmittance in
Eq. (8), a denotes the maximum value for the optical path dif-
ference (in units of the wavelength λ) of the phase profile. We
use c for denoting the damping coefficient in the amplitude
attenuations. These two parameters are unknown at this stage.
However, we have performed several numerical simulations for
finding some recommended values.

For placing our proposal in a proper context, along the col-
umns of Table 2, we describe our three possible choices for
selecting the phase profiles. In a similar manner, along the lines
of Table 2, we describe our three possible choices for selecting
the amplitude attenuations.

For example, the matrix element, at the first column and the
first row, is the complex amplitude transmittance in Eq. (8).

The matrix element, at the second column and the second
row, is the complex amplitude transmittance in Eq. (9). Finally,
the matrix element, at the third column and the third row, is the
complex amplitude distribution in Eq. (10).

P�μ;W 2;0; a; c�

� exp

�
i2πa

�
sgn�μ�

�
μ

Ω

�
3.36

�	
exp

�
−c
�
μ

Ω

�
1.532

	

× exp
�
i2π

W 2;0

λ

�
μ

Ω

�
2
	
rect

�
μ

2Ω

�
: (9)

In Eq. (9), the first factor describes an odd phase variation of
the fractional order 3.36, while the second factor expresses the
amplitude transmittance of a sub Gaussian mask, with an order

of 1.532 (see, for example, Ref. [71]). The following general-
ized pupil function is

P�μ;W 2;0; a; c� � exp

�
i2πa

�
μ

Ω

�
3
	
exp

�
−c
�
μ

Ω

�
2
	

× exp
�
i2π

W 2;0

λ

�
μ

Ω

�
2
	
rect

�
μ

2Ω

�
: (10)

In Eq. (10), the first factor describes the cubic phase mask, and
the second factor expresses the amplitude transmittance of a
Gaussian mask. To the best of our knowledge, this amplitude
masks was first proposed in Ref. [56]. In Fig. 5, we plot the
phase profiles in Eqs. (8)–(10), while in Fig. 6, we plot the
amplitude variations in Eqs. (8)–(10).

As is depicted in Fig. 7, we have evaluated numerically the
MTFs of the generalized pupil function in Eq. (8), for several
values of the coefficient a, while keeping constant c � 0, as well
as the value of the focus error coefficient, W 2;0 � 3λ. After
performing several numerical evaluations, we select the
value a � 17.

Here we recognize that some care should be taken when
considering the maximum value of the optical path difference,
which is equal to a � �N − 1�e0∕λ., where N stands for the
value of the refractive index of the material used for building
the refractive element, e0 denotes the maximum thickness of
the optical mask, and λ represents the wavelength of the optical
radiation. This means that if N � 1.5 (for a given value of λ )
and a � 17, then the maximum thickness of the optical mask is
34λ. This is a reasonable value for a refractive element.
However, we do not claim that this value (a � 17) is an opti-
mum value.

In a similar manner, as depicted in Fig. 8, we have evaluated
numerically the MTFs of the generalized pupil function in
Eq. (8), for several values of the dimensionless coefficient c,
while keeping constant a � 0, as well as the value of the focus
error coefficient, W 2;0 � 3λ.

Fig. 5. Phase profiles associated to the optical masks described by the
first factor in Eqs. (8)–(10), respectively. The blue curve is a hyperbolic
sine variation; the red curve is a phase profile of fractional order and
slightly different from the cubic phase variation in black.

Fig. 6. Amplitude transmittances associated to the optical masks in
Eqs. (8)–(10). The blue curve is a hyperbolic cosine variation, the red
curve describes a sub Gaussian variation, and the black curve describes
a Gaussian attenuation.
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After these numerical evaluations we select the value c � 2,
which represents a moderate attenuation factor. Again, we do
not claim that the value c � 2 is an optimum value.

After the selection of the parameters a and c for evaluating the
performance of the proposed masks, we perform the following
comparisons. For testing the slow variations of the MTF versus
focus error, we evaluate the MTFs that are obtained if the gen-
eralized pupil function is described by Eq. (8), for a � 17 and
c � 0. Our results are displayed in Fig. 9. From Eq. (1) and from
the curves in Fig. 9, we have that for the hyperbolic sine mask

jH �μ;W 2;0� −H �μ; 0�j ≤ 10−1; if jW 2;0j ≤ 3λ: (11)

For a phase mask of fractional order, as that in Eq. (9) with
a � 17 and c � 0, one obtains that

jH �μ;W 2;0� −H �μ; 0�j ≤ 10−3; if jW 2;0j ≤ 3λ: (12)

By making comparisons between Eqs. (11) and (12), as well
as between Figs. 9 and 10, one is tempted to conclude that the
phase mask of fractional order over performs the hyperbolic
phase mask. However, by looking at the results in Fig. 11, from
the viewpoint of the threshold levels, we decide to evaluate the
effective cut-off frequency of theses masks, as is reported
in Fig. 12.

It is clear from Fig. 12 that for a low threshold (L ≤ 5%) the
effective cut-off spatial frequency has lower values for the hy-
perbolic phase mask than for the other phase masks. However,
for middle and high threshold values, the reverse is true. Hence,

Fig. 7. Variations of the MTFs (in dB) as a function of the normal-
ized spatial frequency, μ∕Ω, and the parameter a representing the optical
path difference in units of λ. We note that the MTF changes slowly if
a ≥ 15. Based on this picture we have selected the value a � 17.
[Admittedly, we cannot claim that this value is an optimum value.]

Fig. 8. Variations of the MTFs (in dB) as a function of both the
normalized spatial frequency, μ/Ω, and the parameter c representing
the attenuation factor of the amplitude mask. MTF changes slowly if
c ≥ 1.5. We have selected the value c � 2. [However, again, we do not
claim that this value is an optimum value.]

Fig. 9. Graphical comparisons of the numerically evaluated MTFs,
for the hyperbolic phase mask in Eq. (8), when setting a � 17 and
c � 0.

Fig. 10. Graphical comparisons of the numerically evaluated
MTFs, for the fractional phase mask in Eq. (9), when setting a �
17 and c � 0. Along the trend curves of the MTFs, one can notice
unwanted oscillations, denoted here as artifact noise.
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we claim that the hyperbolic phase mask has a better signal-to-
noise ratio performance than the other phase masks.

Furthermore, as depicted in Fig. 13, if one keeps constant
the value of the parameters a � 17 and c � 0, the area under
the MTF is higher for the hyperbolic mask than for other
phase masks.

It is clear from Fig. 13 that if a MTF varies slowly with focus
error, its area under the MTF remains practically constant, as
expected. However, this feature does not guarantee that the area
under the MTF has a high value, as in the blue curve.

To visualize these latter results differently, in Fig. 14, we
group the images that can be obtained, if one employs the
masks under discussion.

Along the columns of Fig. 14, the focus error coefficient
increases in steps of one wavelength, starting from
W 2;0 � 0. Along the first line of Fig. 14, we display the images
that can be obtained when introducing focus error, if the optical
system has a clear pupil aperture. Along the second line of
Fig. 14, we show the numerical simulations, if the optical sys-
tem has the hyperbolic mask in Eq. (8), for a � 17 and c � 0.
And along the third line of Fig. 14, we show the images that can
be obtained, if the optical system has a cubic phase mask, as in
Eq. (3) for a � 17 and c � 0. For generating these pictures, we
consider that the threshold level is L � 4%, and, consequently,
we consider that the cut-off spatial frequency is Ωe � �1.5� Ω.

The visual displays, in Fig. 14, show that in these condi-
tions, the hyperbolic mask generates images with higher visual
fidelity than those generated by either the phase mask of frac-
tional order or the cubic phase mask. However, there appears to

Fig. 11. Graphical comparisons between the MTFs of the hyper-
bolic phase mask (in blue), a phase mask of fractional order (in
red), and the cubic phase mask (in black), when setting a � 17,
c � 0, and W 2;0 � 3λ.

Fig. 12. Effective cut-off spatial frequency versus threshold values
for the hyperbolic phase mask (in blue), a phase mask of fractional
order (in red), and the cubic phase mask (in black), when setting
a � 17, c � 0, and W 2;0 � 3λ.

Fig. 13. Areas under the MTF versus focus errors for the hyperbolic
phase mask (in blue), a phase mask of fractional order (in red), and the
cubic phase mask (in black), if a � 17, c � 0 and 0 ≤ W 2;0 ≤ 3λ.

Fig. 14. Numerically evaluated out-of-focus images, which are
obtained if the cut-off spatial frequency is Ωe � �1.5� Ω, and when
using (a) the clear pupil aperture, (b) the hyperbolic optical mask, and
(c) the cubic phase mask.
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be some experimental evidence that the area under the MTF is
not a good figure of merit in ophthalmology [72].

In the following section, we show that the results in Figs. 11,
12, and 14 can be improved, if one uses (with the phase mask) a
second mask with moderate attenuations.

4. REDUCING THE PRESENCE OF ARTIFACT
NOISE

Several authors have noted that whenever one uses a phase filter
for decreasing the impact of focus error on the MTF, one gen-
erates unwanted oscillations around the trend curve describing
the MTF, as can be observed in Figs. 9–11.

For reducing the presence of this type of artifact noise, the
use of a Gaussian apodizer with moderate attenuation (which
can be tunable) together with the phase masks has been sug-
gested. See, for example, Ref. [56]. Of course, other types of
amplitude masks can be used for reducing this type of artifact
noise. See, for example, Ref. [64]. In what follows, for reducing
the presence of artifact noise we explore the use of three differ-
ent attenuating masks, when used with the hyperbolic phase
masks. Admittedly, we are narrowing our discussion, since
we are focusing on the optical behavior of the hyperbolic phase
masks. However, in Ref. [23], there are detailed discussions on
the use of phase masks with fractional order (including the cu-
bic phase mask) in combination with sub Gaussian masks and
with super Gaussian masks.

We can trace our next exploration in the decision matrix in
Table 2, as moving down along the matrix lines, while staying
at the first column. Along the decision matrix we do not move
along the columns, since this is beyond our present scope.

By making a comparison between Figs. 11 and 15, we ob-
serve that the amplitude masks do reduce the presence of ar-
tifact noise. It is not straightforward to notice if there is an
increment in the area under the MTF curves. Hence, we evalu-
ate the area under the MTF, of the above combinations, for

several values of the focus error coefficient. Our numerical eval-
uations are shown in Fig. 16.

Here again, it is clear from Fig. 16 that if a MTF varies
slowly with focus error, its area under the MTF remains practi-
cally constant, as expected. However, this feature does not guar-
antee that the area under the MTF has a high value, as in the
red curve.

Furthermore, from Fig. 16, we recognize that the combina-
tion hyperbolic phase and sub Gaussian attenuation yields to
the highest rate of change ΔArea∕ΔW 2;0 � −0.062.

However, the same combination produces the highest values
of the area under the MTF, namely 41.8 ≤ A�W 2;0� ≤ 43.75%.
These results are valid, provided that jW 2;0j ≤ 3λ. Within this
range of values, we claim that the area under the MTF is a good
figure of merit. From the above results, one expects that the
combination hyperbolic phase and sub Gaussian attenuation
can generate images of higher visual fidelity than the images
in Fig. 14. For validating this guess, we evaluate the images
depicted in Fig. 17.

From Figs. 16 and 17, we claim that the combination of
hyperbolic phase and sub Gaussian attenuation can generate
a high area under the MTF, and that this combination increases
visual image fidelity.

5. TUNABLE DEVICES: HYPERBOLIC PAIRS

When designing optical masks that extend field depth, there are
three main challenges, which can be described heuristically as
follows. First, if one wishes to preserve light-gathering power,
one avoids the trivial solution of closing the pupil aperture. In
other words, one uses phase-only masks, typically, in the form
of non-heavy, refractive elements with reasonable thickness.

Second, if one wishes to avoid artifact noise on the MTF,
one must use an attenuation mask, which will reduce light-
gathering power by a reasonable amount.

Fig. 15. Graphical comparisons between the MTFs of the hyperbolic
phase mask, when it is used with the three following attenuation masks:
in blue, the hyperbolic cosine mask in Eq. (8); in red, the sub Gaussian
mask in Eq. (9); and in black, the Gaussian mask in Eq. (10). These
results are obtained if the optical path difference is a � 17, the damping
factor is c � 2, and the focus error coefficient is W 2;0 � 3λ.

Fig. 16. Area under the MTF versus focus error. As in Fig. 15, we
are denoting in blue the combination hyperbolic phase and hyperbolic
attenuation; in red the hyperbolic phase and sub Gaussian attenuation;
and in black the hyperbolic phase and Gaussian attenuation. These
results are obtained for a � 17, and c � 2.
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Third, one needs a technique for adjusting field depth, with-
out modifying the two previous requirements.

In this section we aim to set tunable devices by employing
two static masks, which form a pair. The main advantages of
this type of device are that by forming a pair of phase masks the
optical system can work at full pupil aperture, and, conse-
quently, one can preserve light-gathering power. Yet, it is pos-
sible to govern field depth.

Furthermore, by using a pair of amplitude masks the optical
system preserves resolution; yet, one can reduce the presence of ar-
tifact noise. However, in this case one reduces light-gathering power.

Finally, we notice that one can adjust field depth (at full
pupil apertures) by mechanically shifting the elements forming
the pair.

To our end, in what follows, we discuss an extension of the
optical technique proposed, independently and simultaneously,
by Lohmann and Alvarez (see Refs. [66,67,73,74]).

Here, for controlling the maximum value of the optical path
difference, we suggest using the following pair of complex am-
plitude transmittances:

Q1�μ; b� � exp

�
i2πb

�
cosh

�
2π

μ

Ω

��	
rect

�
μ

4Ω

�
;

Q2�μ; b� � exp

�
−i2πb

�
cosh

�
2π

μ

Ω

��	
rect

�
μ

4Ω

�
: (13)

In Eq. (13) b denotes the maximum value of the optical path
difference, at each element of the pair. In what follows, we re-
lated this parameter with the parameter a in Eq. (8) by recog-
nizing the following two physical restrictions:

(1) If the refractive index is N � 1.5 for a given value of λ
and a � 17, the maximum thickness of the optical mask is 34λ.

(2) The elements of the pair must be larger than the pupil
aperture.

If one places together the two elements of the pair as
in Eq. (13), and if one introduces an in-plane displacement

between them (say, by the spatial frequency σ). Then, the over-
all complex amplitude transmittance is
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The result in Eq. (14) is in agreement with the difference
equations discussed in Table 1. If one compares Eq. (8) and
Eq. (14) it is apparent that one can control the maximum value
of the optical path difference as follows:

a � 2b sinh�2π� sinh
�
π
σ

Ω

�
: (15)

Then, from Eq. (15) we find that for achieving the value a � 17,
with a lateral displacement of σ � Ω∕10, it is necessary that each
element of the pair has an optical path difference of b � 0.0994.

Now, we proceed to evaluate the maximum thickness e1 of
the elements forming the pair, by recognizing that
b � �N − 1�e1∕λ. Again, if N � 1.5 for a given value of λ
and a � 17, the maximum thickness of the optical mask is
around λ∕2. This is a reasonable value for fabricating a non-
heavy optical element.

Next, we recognize that a similar procedure can be exploited
for controlling the damping coefficient in the amplitude masks.
For this application, we propose using the following amplitude
transmittances:
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In Eq. (16) g denotes the maximum value of the damping co-
efficient at each element of the pair. In what follows, we related
the parameter g with the parameter c in Eq. (8).

However, before that, we note that by placing together the
two elements of the pair, in Eq. (14), and by introducing an in-
plane displacement between them (say, by the spatial frequency
σ) then the overall complex amplitude transmittance is
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If one compares Eqs. (8) and (17) and neglects the constant
attenuation factors, it is apparent that the maximum value
of the damping coefficient is

c � 2g cosh�2π� sinh
�
π
σ

Ω

�
: (18)

Therefore, by using Eq. (18), we find that for achieving an
overall damping factor of c � 2, each element of the pair must

Fig. 17. Numerically evaluated out-of-focus images, which are ob-
tained when using the hyperbolic phase mask with (a) a hyperbolic
apodizer, (b) a sub Gaussian apodizer, and (c) a Gaussian apodizer.
In the three cases a � 17 and c � 2. Along the columns the focus
error coefficient increases in steps of one wavelength.
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have a damping factor g � 0.0117, indeed a low value for an
attenuation mask, as we discuss next. For assessing the loss in
light-gathering power, one needs to evaluate the integral

T � 1

2Ω

Z
Ω

−Ω
jP�μ; a; c;W 2;0�j2dμ: (19)

By substituting Eq. (8) in Eq. (19) one obtains that, for the
hyperbolic masks, the light-gathering power is

T � 1

2Ω

Z
Ω

−Ω
exp

�
−2c

�
cosh�2π μ

Ω�
cosh�2π�

�	
dμ: (20)

Trivially, if c � 0 the light throughput is equal to unity. If the
damping factor is c � 2, the light throughput is decreased from
unity to 0.6869. Hence, from the viewpoint of light through-
put, for a square aperture this is equivalent to halving the area of
the pupil aperture. Yet, from the viewpoint of resolution one
preserves the full pupil aperture. This is the cost to be paid for
reducing the influence of artifact noise.

6. CONCLUSIONS

For controlling the field depth, we have presented a new family
set of spatial filters, denoted here as hyperbolic masks. We have
shown that even in the presence of white noise, these masks can
reduce the influence of focus error.

For properly framing our proposal, we have argued that this
type of mask can be identified by taking into account that the
Lohmann–Alvarez technique can be described mathematically
by finite difference calculus. Next, we have recognized that hy-
perbolic functions are suitable candidates for this treatment.

We have shown that one can reduce the influence of focus
errors by using transparent masks, which incorporate phase de-
lays with a hyperbolic sine profile. Furthermore, we claim that
indeed these phase masks can increase field depth, even in the
presence of white noise.

For evaluating the performance of this type of mask, we have
linked the image quality criterion for the PSF with some MTF
criteria. This link was used as a motivation for proposing the
area under the MTF versus focus error as a figure of merit.

We have shown that the proposed hyperbolic phase masks
can have a high area under the MTF, and at the same time the
hyperbolic masks reduce the influence of focus error on
the MTF.

Our numerical simulations indicate that, due to the high
area under the MTF curves, the hyperbolic masks can gather
images with higher visual fidelity than previously reported
masks for extending field depth.

Next, we have noted that when increasing field depth by
using phase masks, one introduces artifact noise on the
MTF. We have noted that this type of noise can be reduced
by using amplitude masks with moderate absorption. We have
shown that the use of hyperbolic amplitude masks can reduce
this type of artifact noise.

Specifically, we have reported that by using a hyperbolic
phase mask, together with a sub Gaussian apodizer, one obtains
a high area under the MTF, together with a moderate variation
of the MTF with focus error, and a reduction of artifact noise.

We have shown that by using the Lohmann–Alvarez
method, one can mechanically govern field depth, at full pupil
apertures, if one uses suitable pairs of hyperbolic masks.

For the hyperbolic phase masks, the elements of the trans-
parent pair can have a thickness of around λ∕2. The elements of
the amplitude pair can reduce light throughput by one-half.
However, both pairs preserve the size of the full aperture.

Along with our contribution, we have reported several
numerical comparisons for illustrating the main advantages
and disadvantages of hyperbolic masks.
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